
PART 1- Criterion B: Inquiring and designing
Maximum: 8

At the end of year 5, students should be able to:

i. explain a problem or question to be tested by a scientific investigation

ii. formulate a testable hypothesis and explain it using scientific reasoning

iii. explain how to manipulate the variables, and explain how data will be collected

iv. design scientific investigations.

Achieve
ment
level

Level descriptor Task Specific Clarifications

0
The student does not reach a standard
identified by any of the descriptors
below.

No skills demonstrated

1–2
The student is able to:
i. state a problem or question to be
tested by a scientific investigation
ii. outline a testable hypothesis
iii. outline the variables
iv. design a method, with limited
success.

Generates an poor research question

A hypothesis is stated but is very poor

Attempts to state the independent and dependent variables

Poor control of variables

Designs a method that is limited in many ways

3–4
The student is able to:
i. outline a problem or question to be
tested by a scientific investigation
ii. formulate a testable hypothesis
using scientific reasoning
iii. outline how to manipulate the
variables, and outline how relevant
data will be collected
iv. design a safe method in which he or
she selects materials and equipment.

Generates a research question that is lacking clarity

A hypothesis is given but lacks relation to Collision Theory

States the independent and dependent variables

Some controlled variables given

Designs a method that is limited in terms of relevance and

reliability of data.

Knowledge of chemical apparatus’ is limited

5–6
The student is able to:
i. describe a problem or question to be
tested by a scientific investigation
ii. formulate and explain a testable
hypothesis using scientific reasoning
iii. describe how to manipulate the
variables, and describe how
sufficient, relevant data will be
collected
iv. design a complete and safe
method in which he or she selects

Generates a suitable research questions with units

A hypothesis is given with some justification according to Collision

Theory

States the independent and dependent variables with units

Control of variables and method gives some reliable data

Designs a method that is mainly appropriate to the Research



appropriate materials and
equipment.

Question and in terms of relevance and reliability of data.

Uses chemistry terms and names of apparatus.

7–8
The student is able to:
i. explain a problem or question to be
tested by a scientific investigation
ii. formulate and explain a testable
hypothesis using correct scientific
reasoning
iii. explain how to manipulate the
variables, and explain how sufficient,
relevant data will be collected
iv. design a logical, complete and safe
method in which he or she selects
appropriate materials and equipment.

Generates an quality Research Question that is clear, conscience

and contains units

Generates and explains their hypothesis using a full understanding

of Collision Theory.

Clearly states the independent and dependent variables with units

Control of at least 4 variables with quantities and the method

would give reliable data

Designs a method that is highly appropriate to the aim and in

terms of relevance and reliability of data.

Consistently uses appropriate chemistry terms and  names of

apparatus.



PART 2 Criterion A: Knowing and Understanding
Maximum: 8

At the end of year 5, students should be able to:

i. explain scientific knowledge

ii. apply scientific knowledge and understanding to solve problems set in familiar and unfamiliar situations

iii. analyse and evaluate information to make scientifically supported judgments.

Achieve
ment
level

Level descriptor Task Specific Clarifications

0 The student does not reach a standard
identified by any of the descriptors below.

No correct factor identified

No valid model

1–2 The student is able to:
i. state scientific knowledge
ii. apply scientific knowledge and
understanding to suggest solutions to
problems set in familiar situations
iii. interpret information to make
judgments.

Can identify a factor that affects the reaction rate and

discuss it basically

Construct a basic reaction rate model using 1 factor only

3–4 i. The student is able to:
ii. outline scientific knowledge
iii. apply scientific knowledge and
understanding to solve problems set in
familiar situations
iv. interpret information to make
scientifically supported judgments.

Can identify A FACTOR and describe or identify TWO

factors but not describe with accuracy.

Constructs a basic model that somewhat or unclearly

explains why Reaction 6 is the fastest using an explanation

of 1-2 factors

5–6 The student is able to:
i. describe scientific knowledge
ii. apply scientific knowledge and
understanding to solve problems set in
familiar situations and suggest
solutions to problems set in unfamiliar
situations
iii. analyse information

Can successfully identify both variables that impact

reaction rate and describe with minor error how they

affect the reaction

Constructs a functional model that shows how multiple

factors (2-3) lead to Reaction 6 being the fastest.

Catalyst is mentioned.

7–8
The student is able to:
i. explain scientific knowledge
ii. apply scientific knowledge and
understanding to solve problems set in
familiar and unfamiliar situations
iii. analyse and evaluate information to
make scientifically supported judgments.

Can successfully identify both variables that impact

reaction rate and describe COMPLETELY how they affect

the reaction

Constructs a functional model that clearly, and with depth,

shows how multiple factors lead to Reaction 6 being the

fastest. A complete explanation of how  the catalyst and

other factors speeds up the reaction is provided.


